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SUGGESTED LESSON PLAN

PROJECT STAGE

 

TOPIC SELECTION  
AND DETERMINING PROJECT  
OBJECTIVES

PROJECT REALIZATION  

 

PROJECT PRESENTATION

PROJECT EVALUATION

ALTOGETHER

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. Introduction — discussion.

 2. Mind map.

3. Game – geometric solids information 
review.

 
4. Determining project objectives.

5. Searching for information about geometric 
solids. 

6. Educational boards
a| preparation,
b| creation,
c| presentation.

7. Discussion – selecting model topics.

8. Making  models.

9. Models presentation. 

10. Project summary.

TIME

approx. 20 min.

15 min.

15 min.

15 min.

60 min.

a| 20 min.
b| 90 min.
c| 45 min.

20 min.

180 min.

45 min.

45 min.

DAY/
WORK STAGE

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Objectives of the educational project: End products of the educational project:
*    to consolidate knowledge of geometric solids and their properties,
*    to identify geometric solid elements, 
*    to consolidate knowledge of formulas used to calculate areas 
      and volumes of prisms, pyramids and solids of revolution,
*    to create educational boards about geometric solids,
*    to make models using various geometric solids, 
*    to present the prepared projects. 
 

*    mind-maps,
*    educational boards about geometric solids,
*    models of selected objects/ places.  

approx. 10 teaching hours

*** asterisks indicate division between days  

1

2

3

4
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1. INTRODUCTION
discussion 
time: approx. 20 min.

2. MIND MAP 
time: 15 min.

3. GAME 
– geometric solids

information 
review 

time: 15 min.

The teacher shows various geometric solid nets to the students and asks them to name 
all of them (all of the materials are printed before the lesson – Appendix 1 – Geometric 
solids).  

The students are divided into groups. Every group, based on the discussion they have just 
had and referring to their own knowledge, writes down as many associations they have with 
geometric solids as possible. They are also to add the names of jobs in which, in their  
opinion, knowledge of geometric solids and their properties is very important. The mind 
maps that the students create in this way will be used later to evaluate the entire project. 

The teacher initiates a review of the basic information about geometric solids via a game.
Example: 
The Express - this game, based on quick questions and answers, is designed for 3 groups 
of students, every group containing not more than ten members. The game should last 
between 10 to 15 minutes (Appendix 3 – The Express – Sample game). 

The teacher, together with the students, makes the decision to undertake the project:  
*| Why is knowledge of geometric solids important? 
*| How can we use it in our everyday life? 
*| Which professions apply knowledge of geometric solids? Etc. 

Next, a discussion is initiated. 
The students are asked, e.g.: 
*| Do you think that geometric solids play an important role in our everyday life? 
*| Can they be found in nature? 
*| Where do they come from? 
*| What do we need them for? 
*| Why do we study them? 
*| How can the knowledge of how to calculate their areas and volumes be of use to us? Etc.

The students may ask questions as well (Appendix 2 — Methods of activating students  
— discussion). Together they answer the questions.

* * *

4. DETERMINING
PROJECT
OBJECTIVES 
time: 15 min.

1
TOPIC SELECTION AND DETERMINING  
PROJECT OBJECTIVES
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5. SEARCHING 
FOR 
INFORMATION
ABOUT 
GEOMETRIC 
SOLIDS  
time: 60 min.

6. EDUCATIONAL 
BOARDS
teamwork

The class is divided into 5 groups and assigned a different geometric solid: 

GROUP 1: A PRISM, 
GROUP 2: A PYRAMID, 
GROUP 3: A CONE, 
GROUP 4: A CYLINDER , 
GROUP 5: A SPHERE. 

The teams that will be researching prisms and pyramids should be bigger than the ones 
dealing with solids of revolution as they will need to gather more information.

The students, in groups they have been assigned to, collect data about their geometric 
solids – basic formulas, terminology and any other information they find valuable.  
To complete this task, the students can use their math textbooks, the Internet and other 
sources, including their own knowledge. It is important that every group prepares  
a comprehensive overview of the geometric solid they have been assigned. This  
information will serve as the basis for the educational boards they will have to prepare later. 

The teacher decides when work on the teaching boards will begin and informs the students 
about the project deadline. The teacher also tells them about the form which he/she would 
like the summary of the activities to take.

* * *

The teacher and the students decide what kind of information should be included  
in the Geometric Solids Educational Boards, so that the boards are useful also to those 
students who are not participating in the project. 

This information may include: 
*| geometric solid figures, 
*| terminology and names of solid elements, 
*| formulas to calculate solid areas and volumes, 
*| trivia, etc. 

This will become the outline of an educational board. 

a| preparation
time: 20 min.

2
PROJECT REALIZATION 
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7. DISCUSSION
 – selecting 

the topic
for the model
time: 20 min.

During the following lesson, the students will begin to make a model of a selected place or 
object, e.g.: the model of a building, a housing community, a packaging for a new cosmetic, 
or some other product. The students, first in groups, and then all together, decide what kind 
of models they will make. 

After the students decide on a topic, they should discuss, together with the teacher,  
what they will need to complete this project:   
*| What kind of materials do we need to make this model? 
*| In what scale should we make it? 
*| What elements should we include in our model? 
*| What kind of calculations will we have to perform? 
*| How are we going to divide the tasks between all of us? 
*| What other information will we present alongside our model (e.g. hypotheses, used 

formulas, numbers and types of geometrical solids, etc.)? 

While making their models, the students may have to do some calculations 
(Appendix 4 – Guidelines and sample calculations related to models).

* * *

* * *

b| creation
time: 90 min.

c| presentation
time: 45 min.

Every group prepares, in advance, all of the materials needed to complete the project:  
card stocks, crayons, pens and pencils, etc. The students work in groups to make  
educational boards about the geometrical solids they have previously researched.  
It is important to make sure that the educational boards contain all of the information 
outlined during the earlier discussion.

The students present their work. The members of every group select the person  
who will introduce their project and all its elements to the others. The boards should be  
displayed in a visible place so that other students can also use them. 

The educational boards are the first step in creating a model of an object, or a place.   

2
PROJECT REALIZATION 
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3
PROJECT PRESENTATION

Every group presents their model and accompanying information to the rest of the class.

The leader of the group introduces the project: 
*| What object/place is this model based on? 
*| What elements is it made of? 
*| Which geometrical solids were used to make it? 
*| What kind of calculations had to be done during its creation?

Members of the group whose work is being presented  should be prepared to answer  
any questions other students may have. 
The models can be displayed in the school corridor, in the common room, in the library,  
or in any other place where other students and teachers will be able to see them. 

* * *

* * *

The students should bring all of the materials that they will need to make their models, e.g., 
card stocks, drawing pads, colourful paper, paints, polystyrene, pencils, rulers, scissors, 
glue, etc. Every group selects a leader who will coordinate the work of the whole group. 
The members of the team divide the tasks between themselves, making sure that everyone 
takes an active part in the project and that all of the work is finished on time. To make their 
work easier, the students can use the educational boards they have created earlier.

8. MAKING
MODELS 
time: 180 min.

9. MODEL 
PRESENTATIONS 
time: 45 min.

2
PROJECT REALIZATION 
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At the end, the students are given back the mind maps they have made at the very  
beginning of the project. The teacher asks them to add any new information they have 
acquired to the mind maps. 

The teacher also asks questions summarizing the entire project: 
*| What did you learn during this project? 
*| What did you like the most about this project? 
*| Was there anything that surprised you? 
*| What was the most difficult thing in this project? 
*| Is knowledge of geometrical solids and their properties useful in everyday life? 
*| How can it be used in professional life? 

4
PROJECT EVALUATION 

10. PROJECT
SUMMARY 
time: 45 min.

* * *

LIST OF PROJECT APPENDIXES

APPENDIX NR 1

APPENDIX NR 2

APPENDIX NR 3

APPENDIX NR 4

APPENDIX NR 5

GEOMETRIC SOLIDS

METHODS FOR ACTIVATING STUDENTS  — DISCUSSION

THE EXPRESS — SAMPLE GAME 

GUIDELINES AND SAMPLE CALCULATIONS RELATED TO MODELS  
OF OBJECTS/ PLACES

MINI DIPLOMAS FOR STUDENTS
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APPENDIX NR 2

METHODS FOR ACTIVATING STUDENTS  — DISCUSSION 

USEFUL INFORMATION 
AND TIPS

SAMPLE DISCUSSION ABOUT 
SELECTED ISSUES RELATED 
TO THE PROJECT’S TOPIC

A DISCUSSION is one of the most frequently used methods of student activation.  
It is defined, among other things, as the action or process of talking about something in order 
to reach a decision or to exchange ideas1 . 

A discussion, as a teaching method, proves to be of value both to the students  
and to the teacher. Active participation in a discussion:

*| stimulates and develops critical thinking,
*| shapes the participants’ views and beliefs, 
*| develops the participants’ ability to fully express themselves and helps them 

formulate their thoughts better,
*| teaches skills necessary to evaluate the opinions of others, 
*| forces the participants to take a more critical approach towards their own opinions 

and views, and sometimes even leads to their verifications. 

There are three stages of a class discussion:

1. The formulation of and the introduction to the problem essential for the discussed issue  
— this way we encourage students to reflect on the issue and to actively participate  
in the discussion.  

2. The actual discussion ending with a conclusion.  
3. The summary of the discussion.  

Before a discussion takes place, students should be familiarized with certain rules that apply 
during discussions, such as: 

*| the participants should listen to each other,
*| everyone should be given the chance to express their own opinions on the topic,
*| the participants should not digress from the topic, 
*| no one should be interrupted, there shouldn’t be any talking at the same time,
*| everyone is entitled to their own opinion and no one should be ridiculed 

for expressing them, 
*| no offensive language is allowed,  
*| the participants should try to defend their position on the given issue,
*| the participants should actively listen to what others have to say.

The teacher selects the main topic of the discussion, e.g.:  
How important are geometrical solids in our everyday lives and where can we find them?

The students provide the teacher with answers to these questions, following  the previously 
introduced discussion rules.   

Sample answers:  
Student 1: They are all around us. I see them, e.g., when I’m walking down the street. 

Buildings are just some of the geometrical solids I see every day.   

1 English Oxford Living Dictionary: https://en.oxforddictionaries.com 
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TEMAT 
CENTRALNY

Student 2: Knowledge about geometrical solids is useful in many different professions. 
E.g., architects need it when designing houses, blocks of flats  and other 
buildings.  

Student 3: Geometrical solids can be found everywhere – at school, at home, 
at work and outside. 

To help students come up with better answers, additional questions can be asked
*| Can geometrical solids be found in nature? 
*| Where do they come from? 
*| Why do we need them? 
*| Why do we study them? 
*| How can we use the knowledge of how to calculate their areas and volumes 

in everyday life? 

APPENDIX NR 2

METHODS FOR ACTIVATING STUDENTS  — DISCUSSION 

SAMPLE DISCUSSION ABOUT 
SELECTED ISSUES RELATED 
TO THE PROJECT’S TOPIC
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THE EXPRESS – SAMPLE GAME 

GAME RULES:  *| game objectives: to summarize and consolidate students’ knowledge about 
geometrical solids and their properties 

*| time: 10–15 minutes
*| additional materials: stopwatch, geometrical solid nets (from Appendix 1), cut out question

 cards that can be found in this appendix  

GAMEPLAY:
*| The class should be divided into 3 teams. 
*| The teacher, or an appointed student, will be the game host.  
*| Every group comes up with a unique name for its team. The teams’ names 

are written on the board. The points they collect during the game will be written 
next to their names. 

*| The host draws a question and asks the first team to answer it. There are 9 questions 
for every team. The groups have 10 seconds to come up with an answer. The member 
of the team who knows the answer should stand up and say it aloud. 

*| If the answer is correct, the team gets 1 point. 

At the end, all of the points are summed up and the teams are given mini diplomas which can 
be found in Appendix 5.

SAMPLE:
The teams were called: Strongmen, Super Heroes and The Brainiac’s Clan. 
The teacher wrote all of their names on the blackboard. 
The teams sat down next to each other. 
The Strongmen were asked the first question: 
How many faces does a regular triangular prism have? 

After the question was asked, the host started the stopwatch. 
A student who knew the answer stood up and said: “Five”. 
As it was the correct answer and was given on time, the Strongmen team gained 1 point. 
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CARDS WITH QUESTIONS
TO CUT OUT  

HOW MANY FACES DOES 
A REGULAR TRIANGULAR 

PRISM HAVE?

WHAT IS THE FORMULA 
FOR CALCULATING 

THE SURFACE AREA 
OF A SPHERE?

NAME THREE SOLIDS 
OF REVOLUTION.

WHICH EGYPTIAN TOURIST 
ATTRACTION 

HAS THE NAME OF ONE 
OF THE SOLIDS?

HOW MANY BASES DOES A 
CYLINDER HAVE?

P = 4 R2 
IS THE FORMULA 

FOR CALCULATING…? 

WHAT GEOMETRIC SOLID 
CAN BE MADE WITH THIS? 

(show a random net of 
a solid from APPENDIX 1)

WHAT SHAPE IS THE BASIS 
OF A REGULAR

TETRAHEDRON? 

WHAT IS THE FORMULA 
FOR CALCULATING 

THE VOLUME 
OF ANY PYRAMID?

APPENDIX NR 3

THE EXPRESS – SAMPLE GAME 
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NAME THREE OBJECTS 
WHICH SHAPES 

ARE SIMILAR TO THAT 
OF A CYLINDER.

IN WHAT EVERYDAY LIFE 
SITUATION WILL 
THE FORMULA 
TO CALCULATE 

THE VOLUME OF A SPHERE  
BE OF USE TO YOU?

FIND THE VOLUME 
OF A CUBE OF THE EDGE 

LENGTH OF 3 CM.

HOW MANY VERTICES 
DOES A TRIANGULAR 

PRISM HAVE?

WHAT SHAPE CAN 
THE ROOF OF A DETACHED 

HOUSE HAVE?

WHAT GEOMETRIC SOLID 
CAN BE MADE WITH THIS? 

(show a random net of solid 
from APPENDIX 1)

WHICH PART 
OF A SNOWMAN 

HAS THE SHAPE SIMIILAR 
TO A CONE?

NAME THREE DELICACIES 
WHICH SHAPES RESEMBLE 

THAT OF A SPHERE.

HOW MANY LITERS 
OF WATER CAN YOU POUR 

INTO A BUCKET 
OF THE VOLUME 

OF 12 DM3?

CARDS WITH QUESTIONS
TO CUT OUT  

APPENDIX NR 3

THE EXPRESS – SAMPLE GAME 
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WHAT IS THE FORMULA 
FOR CALCULATING 

THE VOLUME OF ANY 
PRISM?

HOW MANY FACES DOES 
A REGULAR HEXAGONAL 

PYRAMID HAVE? 

WHAT IS “H” 
IN THE FORMULA 
FOR THE VOLUME 
OF A CYLINDER? 

WHAT IS THE FORMULA 
FOR CALCULATING 

THE SURFACE AREA 
OF A CUBE?

NAME THREE PROFESSIONS 
IN WHICH KNOWLEDGE 
OF GEOMETRIC SOLIDS 

IS OF USE. 

4 R2 
IS THE FORMULA 

FOR CALCULATING…? 

HOW CAN YOU CALCULATE 
THE SLANT HEIGHT 

OF A CONE IF YOU KNOW 
ITS HEIGHT (H) 

AND THE RADIUS 
OF ITS BASE (R)?

A CONE AND CYLINDER 
HAVE IDENTICAL BASES 

AND HEIGHTS. 
WHICH OF THE TWO 

HAS A LARGER VOLUME?

WHICH FORMULA SHOULD 
WE USE IF WE WANT TO 
CALCULATE HOW MUCH 

WAX WAS USED TO MAKE 
A CANDLE IN THE SHAPE OF 

A CYLINDER?

CARDS WITH QUESTIONS
TO CUT OUT  

APPENDIX NR 3

THE EXPRESS – SAMPLE GAME 
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GUIDELINES AND SAMPLE CALCULATIONS RELATED TO MODELS 
OF OBJECTS/ PLACES

HOW TO MAKE A MODEL 
AND WHAT MATERIALS SHOULD BE 
USED TO MAKE IT?

SCALING A MODEL

WHAT MATERIALS CAN BE USED 
TO DECORATE A MODEL?

WHY IS THE ACTIVITY OF MAKING 
MODELS A VALUABLE LEARNING 
ACTIVITY?

Making models of objects and places is often a topic of technical activity classes at school.

First of all, we need to decide what the topic of our model will be. It can be a model  
of a product, a building, a housing community, the whole city, or our own room.

We can use many different materials to make a model. If we are making it at school, we can 
use: card stocks, cardboards, polystyrene, pencils, rulers, scissors, glue, tape, paint, colourful 
paper, crayons and makers. Sometimes other, more “professional” materials can be used.  
Model making tools and materials include: plywood, pegs, foams, acrylic, textiles  
and imitations of other materials. During school lessons, it might be easier to choose the first 
option. 

The scale of a model is the first thing that „architects” have to decide on. 
Reminder: models of rooms are usually in a 1:20 or 1:50 scale,
or in a so called “h0 scale” – 1:87. 

Example: 
Let’s take a 1:20 scale as a sample. 
The room’s size is: 420cm x 380 cm:
420 cm : 20 = 21 cm – the length,
380 cm : 20 = 19 cm – the width.
We should perform similar calculations for any other dimensions we will need to take into 
consideration when making a model of the room. 

Urban area models are usually done in a 1:500 scale. They may be based on housing  
communities, companies, factories and sometimes even on whole cities. However, in order  
to make them and to ensure that all proportions are correct, the exact data of the size  
of all of the elements is needed. 

Besides paper, we can also use some other materials to add more charm to our work, and also 
to make our models more realistic. When making a model of a building, we can, e.g., sprinkle 
gravel around it and add some sand to the sandbox. Trees can be made from blotting paper, 
and lace and ribbons can be used to make curtains visible in the building’s windows. This way, 
without spending lots of money, we can make an outstanding model of any object/ place. 

*| The students learn how to work in teams,
*| it requires the students to independently perform the appropriate calculations and analysis; 

it encourages critical and creative thinking; it helps the students develop planning skills 
and the ability to use different tools and materials to make models,

*| the aim of this project is to create a model of a place or object using the acquired 
knowledge of geometric solids and their properties. 
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SCENARIO 2 

I CHOOSE
CONSCIOUSLY

THE PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF KNOWLEDGE 
OF GEOMETRIC SOLIDS

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
FOR THE TEACHER

Before the presentation, together with the students decide if the models should be  
accompanied by additional descriptions in the form of name plaques.  
If yes, what information should they contain? 

Examples of the information that can be displayed on name plaques: 
*| information about what object/place the model is based on, 
*| what calculations were made during the creation of the model?
*| what geometric solids were used in the model?
*| which of the geometric solids were used most often?  
*| what materials did the students use to prepare the project?  
 

The students work in groups and divide the tasks between all team members – everyone 
should take an active part in the project and have a list of jobs he or she needs to perform. 

The teacher mustn’t forget: 
*| to inform the students in advance about the planned activity so that they have enough time 

to prepare all the necessary materials,
*| that it is the students who should come up with the topic of the models and the ways 

in which they will be done – it is a chance for them to demonstrate their creativity, 
*| to inform the students how much time they have to finish the project.

APPENDIX NR 4

GUIDELINES AND SAMPLE CALCULATIONS RELATED TO MODELS 
OF OBJECTS/ PLACES
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